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ABSTRACT
January was devoted to restoring the mechanical and electrical equipmerit of the Bevatron to operating condition after the seven-month shutdown.
February and the first two weeks of March were devoted to testing and learning the new operating characteristics of the Bevatron and new injection system.
Operation for experimental research started on March 15. By the end of
March three primary experimental groups were operating on a beam-sharing
basis.
The new radiation shielding for the Bevatron was in place, and a system
for. controlled entry of people into .the unshielded area was established. Background radiation measurements were made in the building area outside the
shielding wall. During the March 7 vacuum shutdown, a radiation survey wa·s
made inside the Bevatron vacuum chamber to check for induced activities from
the new 19.2 -MeV injector system.
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I.

OPERATION

Most of January was spent in returning the mechanical and electrical
equipment to operating condition after the 7 -month shutdown. The magnet was
first pulsed on January 28, then was slowly worked up to full field during the
following 2 weeks.
The new linear -accelerator injector and beam-transport system were
tuned up during January and the first part of February. Beam optics and
machine parameters were studied. The operations personnel studied the running characteristics of the new injection system.
On February 13, at 8:30 P.M, the first. beam to be captured and accelerated was injected into the Bevatron. At 10:55 PM the beam was accelerated to 3.2 BeV. On February 15, after some rework on the rf system, the
beam was accelerated to full energy (6.2 BeV), with from 2 X 1010 to 3 X 10 10protons per ptilse (.ppp). The intensity of the beam was slowly increased during the
next few weeks. The highest beam to date was achieved on March 26, when
2.3 X 1012 ppp were accelerated to full energy with 22 mA injected beam
current.
On March 15, when beam control was turned over to the Powell-Birge
experimental group, the Bevatron again became an operational accelerator.
The full-energy beam had 3.5 X 1011 ppp for 1 mA injected-beam current.
On March 19 the Alvarez group started using beain, and on March 22 the
Lofgren group started running. These three groups ran simultaneously on a
beam- sharing basis.

•

The Bevatron operation schedule is from Monday at 4 PM through
Saturday at 4 PM. There is a 4 -h shutdown each Thursday morning and an
8-h period on Monday day shift for machine maintenance. Twelve hours of the
ope rating time each Tuesday and Thursday is devoted to Bevatron development.
The remaining operating time is devoted to physics research.
The Bevatron operation record is presented in Fig. 1.
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Bevatron operating schedule, January through March 1963.
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IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
Shielding and Radiation Safety

The installation of the new radiation shielding was completed except for
the second layer of roof blocks. The shielding consists of a fixed central
"igloo-" of poured concrete, an outer wall of stacked concrete blocks, and
roof blocks spanning across the magnet from the outer wall to an inner steel
support ring. A second span of roof blocks goes from the steel support to the
igloo. Figure 2 is a photograph of a model of the Bevatron and shielding showing the details of .the roof blocks, igloo, support ring, and outer wall.
The anticipated increase in beam intensity requires extreme care in the
control of personnel in the unshielded areas around the Bevatron during operation. Access to the unshielded areas is provided by two types of entryway ·
called A and B gates (Fig. 3). The B gates are opened and closed locally
and provide special access during shutdown or emergency periods. Most B
gates require a crane lift to remove a concrete block. The A gates provide
access during normal running periods. They are remotely monitored in the
main control room by television cameras. A gate latch is remotely controlled
from the safety -monitor console by the control-room operator.
'

.

. To establish safe operating conditions all access doors are dosed and
locked. The area is searched by using a systematic search procedure. After
the search is started, and until the main search safety chain is broken,· all
access is by controlled entry through A gates.

•

.,

The procedure for gaining entrance through an A gate is as follows:
The person desiring entry goes to one of the A gates then pushes the button
on the speaker box. ·This rings a buzzer and turns on an identification light
at the safety console. The safety console· operator switches the TV and
intercom to the channel for that gate. The safety operator can then see and
talk to the person wishing entry. If the person is one who has necessary work
inside the shielding, he'is told to take a key from the safety box near the gate.
The key opens the safety chain and prevents operation of the injector. The
safety operator then releases the latch on the gate to allow entry. The person's
pame and time of entry is logged. The procedure is the· same for leaving the
area except that the key is returned to the safety-chain box. When the safety
operator is sure the unshielded area is Cleared, he pushes the safety-chaincomplete button. This turns off white illumination and turns on magenta illumination. in the unshielded area. There i.s then a 1-min time delay before the
injector can be turned on. This gives sufficient time for anyone still inside the
unshielded area to locate one of the 29 radiation- safety -interlock switches and
turn it to the "safe" position. This system is covered in more detail in a
departmental report. The safety console is· shown in Fig. 4.'
B.

Direct Current Power Supply for the Pole -Face Windings

The radial magnetic -field gradient of the Bevatron is 'adjusted by changing the currents in a set of pole -face windings. In the past this current has
come from a five -turnloop around the inner magnet yoke. 1 This five -turn
loop drove the 19 pole -face -winding pairs. The current in the individual pairs
was adjusted by changing a series resistor.' Unfortunately, when the current
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2 . Bevatron model showi n g details of roof blocks, igloo,
support ring, and outer wal l.
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through one pair of windings was changed the current in all the other windings
changed also, because of the low impedance of the source.
With the new higher-energy injector sy-stem, we are injecting at a higher
magnetic -'field strength in the Bevatron. This requires a new set ·of currents
for the pole -face windings. The correction is most critical at injection and
decreases in ti!ne during the acceleration. A new high-impedance de supply
was built to provide these currents. This supply provides a quick means of
varying the pole -face-winding currents with a minimum interaction between
winding-s. The optimum currents for injection can now be determined more
quickly, and ·the field shape as a function of captured beam can be studied.
Prior to the· start of the long shutdown, tests were made on· the Bevatron
with the new high-impedance de power supply. The currents in each of the
pole -face -winding pairs was measured for normal op·e ration. The equivalent.
currents were then set up by using the new de supply.
There was no significant change in captured and accelerated beam for
these operating conditions.
A set of current values was calculated from theory, and established in
the pole-face windings. Variations from this set were made and optimum
values found. The captured and accelerated beam was about the same for this
set of pole -face -winding currents as for normal operation.
The previous ope rating conditions had two high currents in opposite
directions in two adjacent pole -face -winding pairs, This mode of operation
was deemed undesirable. Several sets of correction c·urrents had been calculated. The set tried above did not have these two high currents in opposite
directions. · As there. was no loss in beam by using this set, it was chosen a.s
the basis for field correction for the higher-energy injection. The values
were scaled up to give the same field gradient at the new injection point.
Preliminary tests show only minor variations are needed from the extrapolated values.

C.

Linac II

R. M. Johnson
1.

•
0

General

During this period the linac was successfully put into operation on the
Bevatron. A series of beam measurements was made of optical characteristics of the 19.2-MeV beam during this shakedOwn period. The output beam
emittance measured 15 mm-mrad (± 10o/o) horizontal and vertically. for a
15 -rnA beam current. Proton beam currents up to 25 rnA were injected into
the Bevatron.
Essentially all mechanical and electrical construCtion and installation
was completed.·
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A block diagram of the major features of the linac is shown in Fig. 4.

Z.

Ion Source and Beam Transport

The ion source ran well during this period. The gap spacing between·
the snout and exit cone was increased to 0.150 in. from 0.088 in. in order to
decrease the Hz+ content of the source beam. This was done as a result of
Hz+ jH+ ratio measurements with the 50-deg spectrometer magnet. The first
measurements showed a high ratio but were not precise enough to give a
reliable number. After the gap-spacing change, more exact measurements
showed the H+ content was 65o/o of the tota_l bearri.
3.

Linac Tank and rf System
The linac is running well with nine oscillators and one pre-exciter at

1.3 MW.
~

The cable connecting the debuncher cavity to the tank was cut to make
the length an exact number of half-wavelengths for phase -lock operation.
4.

High-Energy Beam Transport

Carbon shadow blocks and washers were installed inside the vacuum
piping between the linac and the Bevatron. The purpose of these carbon
shields is to protect the metal surfaces from possible beam·damage. The
beam chopper and chopper stopper were installed and tested. The chopper
stopper is a carbon block that will absorb the deflected beam from the chopper.
This carbon block can also be rotated into the beam line to form a slit that is
useful in adjusting the beam position.
The beam transformer in four-jaw No.4 (BT 4) was replaced by a
special mu-metal shielded model so that output emittance measurements could
be made. Beam -current readings of 5 to 10 flA are required for good emittance
measurements. The noise level of the shielded beam transformer is about
1 f1A. The beam-transformer core must be degaussed in order to realize this
low noise level. Without shielding the noise level was 10 flA or more.
5.

Mechanical, Electrical, and Plant -Engineering Jobs

The Z -ft-thick concrete shielding house at the exit end of the linac was
completed and installed during this period. Two bank-vault-like doors weighing 5 -1/4 tons each allow entrance to the blockhouse and passage for a small
fork lift. These doors are wired into the radiation-safety-interlock system so
that no beam can be accelerated.when the doors are open.
An ion-house maintenance platform and power-supply hoist were installed
for servicing the high-voltage shell. The platform is mounted on the ion-house
wall and is folded against the wall when not in use.
Beam-steering co.ils were mounted at the exit of the linac between fourjaw apertures Nos. 3 and 4. They provide a range of ± 5 mrad of deflection in
both the horizontal and vertical directions.

()
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Installation of the east-outside -south plunging Faraday cup and scanning
slit was completed. The hydraulic plunging mechanism for the Faraday cup
works well. Stepping motors actuate the scanning slits. The position of the
slits are monitored by a TV camera that looks at a Veeder counter whose
least count is 0. 001 inch.
6.

Beam Measurements

In January we continued measuring the linac output beam emittance. A
series of measurements with various focusing strengths and polarities on drifttube No. 75 quadrupole was made. We found that the best beam-emittance
position was obtained with drift-tube No. 75 quadrupole magnet off.
The beam was run into the Bevatron east straight section with the
Bevatron magnet off. The inflector ':s 1/32 -in. -thick stainless steel septum
was inadvertantly melted through while making beam position measurements;
this septum was replaced with one of graphite. So far, the graphite has not
been damaged by the beam-its only disadvantage being its tendency to spark
and out-gas when the 77 -kV inflector voltage is first applied.
The beam was allowed to melt holes in stainless steel targets placed in
front of the inflector. These measurements indicated the beam was about
7/16 in. high 'by 1/8 in. wide at that time. The beam current was 15 rnA and
about 100 pulses were required to melt through the 0.040-in. stainless ste~:d.
The residual Bevatron field was measured along the injector beam line.
It ranged from 3/4 G at the ion source to 3 G between IM 1 and IM 2 bending
magnets.
In February the beam was injected into the Bevatron with de magnetic
field and measured at the first focus at the north-outside -east straight section.
With a field index (n value) of 0.65, we injected 15 rnA and measured 160 f,1A ·
maximum through a 1/4 -in. vertical slit at the north-outside -east Faraday cup.
Scanning of this beam by varying the Bevatron field gave 7.5 rnA integrated
beam into the cup. An n value of 0.55 and 17 rnA injected beam gave 380 f.LA
maximum beam through the 1/4-in.. slit. This integrated to 14.2 rnA total by
scanning the slit. We also scanned the injected beam with a slit in the south
straight section and were able to measure the beam energy spread and emittance. This correlated nicely with the ± 1/2o/o spread measured earlier at the
IM 1 5 0-deg spectrometer station, and with the calculated and measured
emittance.
By mid-month we were injecting beam into the Bevatron pulsed field and
the beam was picked up and accelerated to. full energy by the Bevatron.
Operation of the linac and the Bevatron seems to be quite stable and no particular troubles were experienced. At first the injected beam currents were
about 1 rnA and were limited nicely by using the four-jaw apertures Nos. 3 and
4. By the end of March we were injecting. 12- to 13 -rnA peaks for Bevatron
beams of 1. 2 X 1012 ppp.
The linac output emittance was measured many times at a 15 -rnA output
level and once at 24 rnA. The values vary but on the average seem to be 15
mm-mrad ± 10%.

-10-
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Also by the end of March the beam-measurement phase of the linac construction was essentially completed and the linac was beginning to be operated
by the Bevatron crew from the main control room. It will be a few months yet
before injector· control can be completely and routinely remoted from the main
control room.
·

III.

RADIATION MEASUREMENTS AND STUDIES AT THE BEVATRON
W. L. Everette
A. Environmental Surveys of the Building

Radiation measurements at the Bevatron have been made almost continuously2 since the beam was first accelerated following the 7-,month shutdown
period. Prior to March 15, no particular mode of stable operation was·
established because of tune -up and study activities. Consequently, no consistent set of flux values was recorded suitable for making judgements of the
average exposure dose to persons in the building or for purposes of assessing
the adequacy of the new shielding. Many of the second-layer roof blocks were
not yet in place.
.
However, a set of neutron measurements made by Lloyd Stephens
(Health Physics Department) on March 5 is given here to represent an upper
limit for floor -level radiation during this period. For an internal beam of
1011 ppp the values ranged from 33 to 12 n/cm2 per sec in the western sector
of the building. A polyethylene target was being used in the west straight
section at the time. Workmen were not allowed to occupy the shield roof except on specific occasions when the beam was either off or held at a low
intensity.
Our immediate concern at the time was to locate and isolate certain
areas of hl.gh radiant intensities, which were mostly on the shield roof. In
addition to the surveys we depended on persbnal dosimeters plus beta-gamma
and neutron film and pocket electroscopes to keep track of personnel dose.
For the month of March these films indicated that building occupants received
less than 10% of their allotted dose (0.1 rem per 40-h week).
B.

Radioactivity Measurements in the

Magnet~

Measurements taken in the magnet aperture and straight sections on
March 7 are summarized here.
(a)

East straight section
(1) Inflector magnet, IM 3 ---------------15 mR/h (max at surface)
(2) Electrostatic inflector---------------- 35 mR/h (max at surface)
( 3) External-proton- beam---------------- 25 mR/h (max at· surface)
magnet, M1
·
.
(4) General area------------------------ 1.5 mR/h (average)
(b) Quadrant I
(1) Magnet stanchion, seCtor 9 -----------4.0mR/h (typical)
(2) Magnet sector, radial---------------- 2.0, 2.3, 3.3, 8.0, 7.0 mR/h
measurement, outside
(typical)
to inside
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Environmental Surveys I,)uring Typical. Operating Cqnditio'n~
.

..

From March 15 through the remainder of th~ first-quarter period our
efforts were as follows.
·
We assessed and isolated radiation sources on the floor. Beamseparator spectromete~ s generated relatively intense (up to 0.5 R/h) 4 ~ke V
x rays during the ''bake -out'' 'phase of opera,tiohs. One ~half-i!fch lead panels
were adequate to isolate these instruments. A regipn around the upstream
end of the injector linac is being studied.. The 'radiatiqn fiel!i there seems to
contain a mixture of
rays and stray rad±o frequency from the liriac rf sys~
tem. Excluding these exigencies the air -ionizing radiatiot;t on .the fioor was
generally less than a few te:O:ths of a milliroentgen.per hour.· ·,,

x

. More neutron measurements were made.. ·on the bt_;,·ilding floor around
the Bevatron typical num.be rswe re 5 to 10 n/ c.mZ per ~~c du~· to. ar1 int~rna,l
beam of 1012 ppp, 11 pulses/min. These intensities were reduced hy
factor of approximately 30 by installing ail second-layer rc:>of blocks. On· the
shield roof, 6000 n/ cm2 per sec were record.ed .'over the ·north straight section, above an internal- beam target. CompletiOI:l of the shield roof reduced
this flux by a factor of 35. Then by adding a 2-ft block directly on top of the
north tangent tank the neutron flux was reducyd to toL~rable levels. N"eutron
measurements over the injector blockhoU:.se reveale.d that the flux was about 50
times tolerance. Recommendations were made 'for two additional cci.rnice
blocks which are to be installed within a month. Temporary isolation and
shielding was provided.

a

Note: Continuous neutron monitoring is now 'possible at the Bev~tron by
a method perfected by Alan Smith (Health Physics Department). His method
is based on neutron activation of silver foil. The activity of the foil :is monitored by a Ge;iger-Mue,ller tube~ By selecting the proper volume of silver the
detector is calibrated to give neutron counts.
The Geiger tube is wrapped in the foil and inserted in a .paraffin
moderator can approximately 6 by 6 .by 12 in. per side. The can forms a
portable detector ''head 11 attached by two cables to a s·caler-gaterand powersupply chassis permanently located in· the counting room. To avoid saturation
effects, the detector is gated "off'.' duririg the be.am pulse. The counting cycle
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is based on a 2 -sec "off" and display period followed by a 3 -sec count period.
Nixie read-out tubes are used. Eight of these units are used and seem to give
reliable operation. More experience is needed in order to make a valid
assesment. Of course the standard instrument at the Bevatron is still the
BF3 proportional counter.

IV.

RESEARCH

The experimental program for· March 1963 is summarized in Table I.
A.

Pov,~ell-Birge Group

The primary objective of the Powell-Birge experiment is· to test the
.t:.S = .t:.Q rule in the decays of stopping K+ mesons in freon (C3 F 8 ). The
specific decays are K+-+ rt+ + TT+ + e- + v arid K+ _.. TT+ + TT- + e+ + v. The
first decay is strictly forbidden by the .t:.S = ~Q selection rule, whereas the
second is permitted. The rate of the above reactions are not known but theoretical estimates of Mathur3 and Chadan and Oneda4 give about 10-4 of the
total K+ decay rate. This run will yield of the order of 100 to 200 decays of
each of the above reactions if there is a violation of the .t:.S = .t:.Q rule in this
decay.
A second major objective of this experiment is a search for the possible
violation of the .t:.I :: 1/2 selection rule in the T 1 decay.
Weinberg5 and Sawyer6 pointed out that the T' decays may yield a· test
of the failure of .the .t:.I = 1/2 rule. By using the known spectrum of the TTfrom T decays ( TT+ TT+ TT- ); it is possible to predict the spectrum of the TT+
from T 1 decays(,;.+ TTO TT 0 ). Ifalarge departure (>20o/o) from the expected
shape is observed, this would show a1 failure of the .6.I = 1/2 rule. This experiment was tried by Bjorklund et al., 7 based on 72 T' decays. The errors
were large;· however, so the experiment did not constitute·a real check on the
failure of the .t:.I = :i/ 2 rule.
In addition to the two primary objectives, some secondary events are
also being studied. These include: (a) a study of the spectrum of leptons in
~he K~3 and. Ke3 dec~ys where two y .rays convert; (b) examinat~on of the
1nner bremsstrahlung 1n K+-+ f.!+ + v + y and K+ _.. TT+ + TT 0 + y -th1s may
also yield a test of the .t:.I = 1/2rule; and (c) search for rare.decaymodes.
such as K 4 -+ e+ + y.
The experiment is using a separated K+ beam of between 700 to 800
MeV/c, giving about 10 K's corning to rest in the 30-inch freon bubble
chamber for 5 X 1010 ppp on the Bevatron target. About 1.5 X 106 K+ total
in about 180.00'0 picfures are expected.
B.

72 -Inch Bubble Chamber Experiments

There are three experimental groups using the data from the 72-inch
hydrogen bubble chamber. Two of these runs are studying strange -particle
production in TT- + p interaCtions. The first group (Alvarez) has studied the

\;

(2

Table I.

)

~

Summary of Bevatron experimental research program, January through March 1963.

Beam time

Group

End of
Start of
experiment experiment

Experiment

Primary
or
(Start of run
Secondary
through March
experi1963) 12 -hour
Pulse
inent
periods
Hours schedule

Internal
groups
p

Alvarez,
Powell-Birge,
Trilling-Goldhaber

3-23-63

In progress Study of n inte raetions in the 72 -inch
hydrogen bubble
chamber.

8
3

95
41

1:1
1:1

Lofgren

3-25 -63

In progress Spark chamber experiment to study
the relative "£-A
parity ( 1. 1- to
1.3-BeV/c n-).

5
0

63
16

1:1
1:1

s

3-23-63

In progress Study of the decays of
stopping K+ mesons
in a freon bubble
chamber ( 700- to
800-MeV /c K+ ).

8

95

1:1

p

5

65

1:1

0

Powell-Birge

s
p

~

w

s

External
groups

c:

Institution and experimenter
Univ. of Wisconsin
Frye

0

~

Same as the Powell-Birge experiment listed above.
totals.

Time is included in the above
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~
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properties of the final states produced in these reactions in the range of 1T
momentum from 1.55 t0 2.40 BeV/c. All of the known resonant states were
produced, i.e., K*(890 MeV), Y1*(1385 MeV), Y1*(1405-MeV), Y *(1520
0
MeV). In addition, evidence was obtained for (a) the existence of another
I= 1 Yrr resonant state at 1660 MeV, and (b) a strong interaction in the
I= 0 KK system at M(KK) ~ 1020 MeV. This experiment extends the study of
the production and decay of these resonant states (as well as the two-body
final states) to higher momenta. To secure reasonable statistics in the data,
runs of about 4000mb equivalents at rr momenta of 2.8, 3.3, and 4.3 BeV/c
are being made. This is equivalent to about 180 000 piCtures.
In a previous- experiment a suggestive peak·-appe-a·red -in the K1T effective ·
mass spectrum at MK1T ~ 7-30 MeV. The data were inadequateto prove the
peak was real. An additional 9000 mb equivalents at rr momentum of about
L9 BeV/c will be run for further study of the Krr mass distribution. ·
The second group (Trilling -Goldhaber) is studying strange -particle
production by 1T- in hydrogen in the range 3.5 to_ 4.0 BeV/c, with sp'ecial
emphasis on the production of resonant states by one-particle exchange. In a
previous study of the reaction
K+ + p -+ N* ( 1238). + K* (890)

L

Prr+

L

K+1T-

the dominance of the one-pion exchange process leads to a large alignment of
the K* and N*, and permits the determination of the K* spin. In this experiment, reactions, analogous to the above reaction, which arise from 1T ..
interactions will be studied. Example of these are the following:
1T- + p-+ Y *(1405) + K*(890)
0
L~-1T+
LK+rr..... Y

0

* ( 1520) +-K * ( 890)

L -rr+
~

--' Y

0

* (1815)

L ""+
~1T

( 1)

,

L K +rr + K * (890),

L+· K.rr

.... Y *(f385) +K*(890)
1
LArr+
LKorr+

(z)

( 3)

(4)
1.$'

..... N* ( 1688) + p ( 750) ,

L A°K

0

L 1T +1T-

(5)

-15-.
':<

-+ N ( 1238) +

L prr...
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<j> (

(6)

1020)

L KK

These reactions have the following features: (a) Reactions (1), (2), and (3)
proceed through a one -particle exchange. There is no other possible pair of
known resonances that can lead to the same final state with the final particles
paired up in different fashion. (b) Reactions (4) and (5) have the same final
particles. However, reaction (4) cannot go by either. K or K>:' exchange
(this would require a •T = 3/2 K':'), but reaction (5) can go by one -pion exchange.
These reactions [( 1} to (5}] all involve the production of a spin 1, K':' or p.
Therefore, the one -particle exchange mechanism 'can be studied not 'olll.y by·
means of the Treiman-Yang tests, but by the spi'n alighrn.ent of·tl:le' K>:' or p.
Furthermore, if large alignments are, indeed observed, as was the case in the

*

-t
.
K·•+p::_,;N
(1238) + K':' (890)

L 'K +rr -

L pT/

it should be possible to infer the spins of the' y':',s from their de·cay angular
distribution. From rough estimates of the cross sections, about 5000 rnb
equivalents are to be run, or about 100 000 photographs.

' 72 -inch hydrogen
The third expe~imental group (,Powell-Birge) using the
bubble chamber is studying the possible pion-pion resonances formed from
rr- + p collisions at an energy of 3. 8 to 4.0 BeV/c.
With a 3,8- to 4.0-BeV/c rr" beam, 40 000 t'o' 45 000 frames at 12 to 15
tracks per frame, the experiment should give the following :humber of events,
based on a previous run at '3.3 BeV/c:
·
rr

+p-+rr
-+rr
-+rr
_.. .rr
-rr

+

Tt

+ + n

+ rr 0
+
+ rr
+
+ rr
+
+ rr

+ p

3000'

( 7 )

2200 '

( 8 )

+ rr

+ p

1500 '

(9)

+ rr

+ rr 0 + p
+ rr + + n·

1500 '

( t0 )

1500

( 11 }

+

1T

At 4.0-BeV/c rr the total e11ergy avC!-ilable to the final-;state pions.is
S = 196 f-1.2, or 1.960 BeV inthe center:-of-ma·ss system.

?•

8
There exists suggestive evidence • ~O on the vacuum pa':rt'i~le predicted
by Chew and Frautschi, .11 and Gell-Mann. 1 2 This metastable particle should
manifest itself as an I =0 .rr-rr resonance with J parity even, and spin Z. It
is expected that reaction ( 7) will afford sufficient statisfic s t.o set a lower
limit on, or to measure, the spin of thi~ particle. The expected mass of the
particle ranges from 50 to 60 f-1.2· Similarly, reaction ( 11) should show the 4rr
decay mode of the same particle at the same energy range.
C.

even.

.Lofgr~n

G1·oup ·

The best indirect ·evidence indicates that the relative · L,-fl parity is
However, because of its importa'nce to any complete theory of the
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strong interactions, a direct measurement should be made of this parity. In
this experiment the parity will be measured by using the Dalitz decay mode of
:Z 0 's produced in associated production:

+Ao,
e+ + e- +A 0

--y

( 13)

-+

( 14)

From reaction ( 13) the :Z 0 polarization is· determined, ·by using the A0 decay
--as-an analyzer.:- Fron'l-r-eacti:on_(_14).the __ L; 0 -A 0 _p.arity is_detenni.I!.ed f:r-oirl_t_~e
correlation of the plane of the Dalitz decay electrons with the polarization of
the A and :Z. ·

V.

MAGNET POWER SUPPLY

The magnet pulsing record is shown in Table II.

~

_,j

'
Table

4 to 6 pulses per minute

II.

Bevatron motor-generator set monthly fault report.

7 to 9 pulses per minute

10 to 17 pulses per minute

Totals

1500 to 6900 A

7000 to 9000 A

15 00 to 6900 A

7000 to 9000 A 1500 to 6900 A

7000 to 9000 A

Month Pulses Faults a
( 1963}
14 26

Pulses Faultsa
14 26

Pulses Faults a
14 26

Pulses Faults a
14 26

Pulses Faults a
14 26

Jan.

5055

-- 16

1684

--

5

--

Feb.

2550

-- --

1152

2

4

4030

--

-- --

--

March

-- --

--

-- -3

5

-- --

{i

Pulses Faults a
14 26

--

--

--

--

7385

5

11

7933

5

-- --

11279

--

--

-- --

--

-- --

Faults
Pulses ArcArcTotal
(P}
backs throughs (F)

6379

--

21

21

PIF

Ignitrons
replaced

320 Startup from
long shutdown:

27

1

50387

25

36

73437

40

57

97

757

Not operating:

21
24

1

177283

49

55

188562

49

56

105

1796

Down repairs:

27
31

-

,_...
-.1

a 14 indicates an arc-back. 26 indicates an arc-through.

c:::;
()

~

L'
.......
0
00
0'
(JJ
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